Although these barbequed pork or
chicken slices are now available all
year around, they are still popular
must-have snack for Chinese New
Year.

Bakkun
(barbequed)
serying portion

1 piece

Serving weight

In the past, meat was considered a
luxury item, and anlthing not immediately consumed was smoked or
barbequed to enable it to last longer.
Considered as a special treat, it
is not surprising then that bok kwo
was, and still is, one ofthose items
that one must have during Chinese
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New Year.
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Bamboo shoot

The versatile bamboo plant has

(cooked and boiled with salt)
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played an important role in the lives
ofthe Chinese people.
Used for various purposes, ilch.rding furniture, weapons, writing
material and medicines. it is no
surprise that the crisp and fresh
bamboo shoots are also a popular
ingredient in Chinese dislres.
Its Chinese name is also a homophone for the phrase "smooth sailing", and symbolises the hope that
all endeavours in the new year will
proceed smoothly.
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Fott choy, or black moss, is one of
those uncommon ingredients that
seem to mainly appear only during
Chinese New Year.
Its auspicious-sounding name
means wealth and prosperity, making it a must-have part ofthe menu

during the festive period.
Most restaurants commonly
serve it with dried oysters (which
is a homophone for "good things in
Iife"), mushrooms (longevity), vegetables and bean curd.
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Duck thigh
(raw)
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Usually served roasted or
braised, the duck represents
fidelity and fertility.
When served as a whole with
its head and feet intact like the
chicken, it also symbolises com,
pleteness and togethemess.

Chicken thigh
raw)
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Chicken wing
(raw)
Serving portion

Although chicken is probably
one of the most common dishes
in Malavsian cuisine. it still has a
special place on the table durins
Chinese New Year.
Served intact with its head
and feet, the whole chicken

symbolises completeness, for a
good beginning and ending of
the new year, and togethemess
for family ties.
The chicken is usuallv
steamed
a healthv choice of
cooking.
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This is another dish that must
be served whole.
Its name is a homophone for
abundance and excess, symbolising the hope that the coming
new year will provide an abundance and excess offood and
wealth for the family.
Traditionally, some ofthe fish
must be left unconsumed in
order to further represent surplus or excess.

Fish
(white pomfret, raw)
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A versatile plant, the lotus root
can be found in soups, candied
as a snack, or stir-fried or fried as
part of a mixed vegetable dish.
Its name in Cantonese, iin gou,
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is a homophone for "abundance

every yeai'.
Its round shape also represents
togetherness, and its holes symbolise being open to new ideas.
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This vegetable called sang cioy in
Cantonese sounds like the phrase
"growing wealth and prosperity".
It can be served on its own as a
complete dish, or used as a wrap
with other items rclled inside it.
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In Malavsia, there can be no
other meat more identified with
the Chinese than pork.
But actually, pork is also a PoPular New Year's dish for various
cultures around the world, as it
is thought to symbolise forwardthinklng as the pig moves forward
when it roots for food.
A common Dork dish for Chinese
New Year is biaised Pork bellY and
trotters with mushrooms in a thick
dark sova sauce.
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It is traditional during Chinese
New Year to refill the family's
rice um or container so that it
is filled to the brim in the hoPes
that it will continued to be filled
throughout the coming Year.
And of course. it is the basic element ofany chinese meal.
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(cooked)

Serving

festive period, do not forget to
bring along at least two oranges
for yourhosts, as they rePresent
wealth and luck.

This item is such an essential
part ofthe Chinese dlet that asking if one has eaten in Chinese is
the equivalent ofasking ifone has

RiCe
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This fruit is probablY the one
food item that is the most identi-
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The Cantonese word for
orawns. hat sounds like laughter, which is exactly what this
item represents on the Chinese
New Year menu, along with
laughter's companions, joY and
happiness.

This item is notoriouslY hard to
Drepare as it requjres thorough
clejning and soaking for several
davs in order to soften it.
ihen. it has to be simmered for
a few hours before it achieves that
soft gelatinous consistency that
slides down the throat so deli-

ciouslv well.
But:ll that tedious PreParation is
also a reminder that sometimes You
have to work hard for haPPiness,
which is what this item's Cantonese
name, hoi som, sounds like. -
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Red dates
(dried)
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Literally translated as ..vear
cake" from Cantonese, thG sweet.
stici$i item's name also sounds
(literally) like 'year high".
As such, it is usuallv taken to
represent raising one's self higher
1lll your career, studies, societv,
etc) in each coming vear.
It can be eaten as it is, or fried.
either wirh sweet potato or yam,
or platn.

containins
green and rezular kuc yine red and yellow ginger, picklediee-ks. pok rhoy,
sesame seeds, peanuts, sliced vam. lime
sauce and edible vegetable
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yee sang dish

37.4g

While dates are commoolv
associated with the breakine of
fast during Ramadan, red da"tes
are also an essential Dart of
Chinese New Ye;r
These dried fruit, which can be
eaten as they are, or boiled alons
with orher ingredienrs to make
a sweet drink, represenr fertilitv.
wealrh and prosperity.

This mainly_vegetarian dish, usually
accompanied by raw fish, is a Chinese
New Year tradition specific to our oan
of the world.
The act ofmixing up the ingredienrs
Dy tosslng them in the air with choo_
sticks symbolises good fortune. with
the height ofthe toss equivaleDr to the
amounl ot tortune one hoDes to setThe nutritional informaiion on'the
a

Noodles
(raw)
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Noodles are a common element ofChinese meals, so it's
no surprise to find them on the
Chinese New Year menu.
Their long strands represent

longevity, and as such, must
be eaten (or slurped up) in

their entirety. Cutting it shoft
is equivalent to shortening the

eate/s Iife.

Pineapple tarts
(baked)

Yee Sang
(raw)
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While pineapples can be
incorporated into other Chinese
New Year dishes, one ofthe most
popular ways this fruit is consumed du ngthe festival is in a
pineapple tart.
This popular snack's buttery,
slightly salry pastry can either

envelop the sweet pineapplejam
tucked inside it, or support it
from beneath as the base ofthe
tart.
The fruit is much favoured by
the Chinese as its Hokkien name,
ong lai, literally sounds like the
phrase "good luck come".

